Hello, Musicians! Please complete 5 of these experiences each day to get MUSIC BINGO!
Listen to a song and
move to the beat or
keep the beat (with a
beat buddy, stuffed
animal, ball, or ball)

Move to music with a
prop (scarf, ball, etc.)

Watch and Dance!

Watch and Wash!

Listen to a song and
sing along...clean
version only.

Listen to a song by
Beethoven and draw
what you hear.

Explain the differences
and similarities between
the instrument families
to a friend.

Draw an imaginary
instrument.

Make a list of different
things that make music
or sounds around your
house.

Create a lyrical dance
using THIS song

Fictional animals are
acceptable.

Make an instrument out
of materials in your
house (with parent
permission).

Create your own music
using only your body
(clap, stomp, pat, slide
hands together, snap...)

************************

Play musical hide and
seek! Hide a toy and
then have a family
member seek it, ONLY
using their voices
(loud = closer, soft = far)

FREE SPACE
************************

Talk to or call someone,
and ONLY use your
singing voice for the
entire conversation.

Turn on some music
and dance like your
favorite animals!

Keep a balloon in the
air for an entire song,
don’t let it touch the
ground
(tossing/dancing a
scarf is another option)

Listen and analyze
what instruments you
see and hear!

Sing an entire short story
book!

Teach a family member
or a friend a song you
remember in music
class.

Ask and share!
Ask your family members
about their favorite
music! Listen to the
music with them, then
share your favorite.
Watch and Discuss!

Pass a ball back and
forth to a steady beat of
a song.

Write a song using do,
re, mi, fa, sol, and la!

Play freeze dance using
Beethoven’s 5th
Symphony
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